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Introduction. . 
In 1953 0ぬ (17) solved the Levi problem affirmatively for an unramified domain 
ov巴rCn. lndependently in 1954 Bremermann (2) and Norguet (16) solved this 
ρroblem for a nni valent domain in Cn. ln 1960 Docq uier-Grauert (甚) extended this 
result to an unramifi巴d domain over a Stein manifold. ln 1961 Narasimhan (15) 
proved that a complex space X is a Stein space if and only if there exists a st-
rongly plurisubhannonic functionρ> 0 in X such that the set {XEX;lう(X)くc} is 
relatively compact for any c> 0 . 
ln the present paper we shall give examples of a Cartan ps巴udoconvexdomain 
of a complex manifold which is not holomorphically convex. Scheja (23) gave a 
general method constructing ramified domains of holomorphy over Cn仰と3)which 
are not holomorphically convex and conjectured that such domains are obtained by 
this m巴thod. Making use of Sato's a同process(22)weshall prove that Scheja's rami-
ficd domain of holomorphy is analytically equivalent to a subdomain X同A of a 
holomorphically convex complex space X such that X-A can be exhausted by Cartan 
pseudoconvex domains Xp of X which are ramified domains of holomorphy over Cn 
and which are not holomorphically convex. Therefore， a ramified domain over Cn 
is not nec巴ssarilyholomorphically convex， which corresponds to the fact that a 
Cartan pseudoconvex domain in a complex space (ev巴n in a complex manifold) is 
not necessarily holomorphically convex. By a complex space， we mean exc1usi vely 
a ( =s n)space i n Gra uert -Remmert (自). 
1. Distribution of poles an.d essential singularities. 
In the theory of function of one complex variable， that is， in a domain of a 
complex plane C or in an open Riemann surface， it is well known that the Mittag-
L巴ffler'stheorem can be extend巴dto the distribution of poles and essential singu-
larities. Here we shall remark that this problem is extended to the case of several 
complex variables. 
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Let X be a complex space. A collection {(hj， Uj， Vj) ; jEf} of triples (hj， Uj， Vj) 
is called a Cousin-E distribution in X if the following conditions are satisfied; 
( 1) U={Uj; jE]} is an open covering of X. 
( 2 )ん isa holomorphic function in Vj which is an open subset of Uj for each 
jEJ. 
( 3) For each j，kEJ such that Uj n Uげ品目， each conn巴ctedcomponent of Uj n Uk 
contains that of Vj什Vkand hj-hk can be uniformly and analytically continued in 
Uj n Uk. A holomorphic function h in an open subset X' of X is called a solution of 
the above distribution if the following conditiJns are satisfied; 
( 1) U VjcX' 
jEJ 
( 2 ) かん canbe uniformly and analytically continued in Uj・
A Cousin-E distribution can b巴 regardedas thc distribution of poles and essential 
singularities. A Cousin-E problem is a problem to find a global function h whose 
poles and essential singularities coincide with the destribution given before. If 
{(mj， Uj);jιf} is a C~JUsin's first distribution， which we call shortly a Cousin-I 
distribution in X， then {(mj， Uj， Uj); j(三f}is a Cousin-E distribution in X. A func-
tion h is a solution of this Cousin-E distribution if and only if h is a solution of 
the Cousin-I distribution {(mj， Uj); jEf}. A Cousin-E distribution {(ん，Uj， Vj);jE]} 
is called a Cousin司Eadistribution if the following condition is satisfied ; 
(a) For eachj，k， lEJsuch that UjrlUknUIヂ'&each connected component of 
UjnUk日Ulcontains that of Vj n Vk円Vl・
Obviously a Cousin-I distribution in X is also a Cousin同Eαdistributionin X. If 
{(ん，Uj， Vj) ; jEf} is a Cousin-Ea distribution in X， then {hrhk; j， kE]} induces 
naturally a cocyc1e of U={Uj; jEJ} with value in the sheaf [ of all germs of 
holomorphic functions in X from the condition (a)， Suppose that Hl(X， [)= O. 
Then we have Hl(U， [) = 0 from Scheja (24). Hence there exists a holomorphic 
function fj in Uj for e旦chjEJ such that fj-fk=んん in Vj n Vk for each j，kEJ 
with UjnUkチ'Q. If we put h=hj-fj in Vj for each jEJ，h is a holomorphic func同
tion in X' = U Vj and h is a solution of our C:msirトEaproblem. A complex space 
jEJ 
X is called of Cousin-I (Eりかρeifeach Cousin-I (Ea) distribution in X has a 
solution. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a complex s.ρace such that Hl(X， [)= O. Then X is 
of Cousin-I type and of Cousin岨Eatype. 
Let A be a c10sed subset of a complex space X. If XEX does not belong to A， 
we put dxA= -1. If xEA， then we denote by d"，A the minimum of integer d such 
that there exists a neighbourhood U of X and a d-dimensional analytic set B in 
U satisfying U什AcB，that is， UnA is a d-dimensional analytic thin set. We 
denote by dihx X the homological dimension of X in X in the sense of Andreotti幽
Grauert(l). The inc1usion mapping i: X-A→X induces naturally a homomorphism 
伊:Hl(X，[)→Hl(X-A， [). Scheja(23) proved that if dimxA三dihxX-3 for each 
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x~A ， th巴ni* is 211 isomorphism of H1 (X， 0:) onto H1(X-_-A， 0:). J¥!Ioreovアer，if dim 
A~己三主di凶llx"'>C-一 2 f()川r司 e21ch :x巳巴=:A，t山:l力he叩nth巴 ヒxist巴nc巴 仁domainη1工広L一 of 巴釘凹achαE応二H"1-引(X一A，<f) 
c21n be u11i同仁qu山1民叫己elyde叫t巴白r1111n色吋d21ncl 一1X一Xα IS 21n 21口1呂lyt仕!cSεt such th21t dimぷX-Xa)= 
dihxX-2 for e21ch XEX-Xa if XG，ヂX. Since Hl(X， 0:) = 0 for 21 Stein space X 
from C21rtan-Serr巴'sFund21ment21l Theorem (3)， we h21ve thc following proposition as 
the direct 21pplic21tion of Schej21's results from Proposition 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a closed subset 01 a Stein stace X. Then ){-A is 01 
Cousiη-1 tyte and Cousin-Eαtyte il one 01 the lollowing conditions is satislied; 
( 1) Fo1' any x~A ， dimxA.云dihxX一 3.
( 2) The1'e exists an analytic set B in X containing A such that dimxB豆dihxX--2 
101' :ιB and that (X-A)rIBd、Q101' any i1'1'educible comtonent Bj 01 B. 
PROOF. Let {(hbUk> Vk);k~K} be 21Cousin-Eαdistribution in X -A回日 ~~{Uk;k E:~ 五~}
is 21n open covering of X--A. The 21bove Cousin-Ea distribution induces naturally 21 
トcocycle'{J of 1 with v21lue in 0:. Let ci =ρU'{J bεthe inductive limit of '{J. From 
Schej21 (24) the existence dom21in Xαof ci c21n be uniquely det巴rmined such that 
X-xσis 21n 21n21lytic set in X and th21t dimx(X-Xa)=dimxB=dihxX-2 for any 
JCEX--Xa if X-X，αis not 21 null set. If the conditiQn (1) is s:ltisfied， then we 
h21ve Xα= X. If the condi tion (2) is s21tisfisfied， we h21ve also X，α=x. 
Suppos巴 th21tX--Xαヂ'Q. Then Cj= (X-Xα) Il Bj is 211 analytic s巴t in X such 
th21t CjcBj for 21n irreducible component Bj of B. Let Xo be 21ny point of Bj~ 乙、1 ・
There exists 21 neighbourhoocl V of JCo such th21t there exists 21 biholomorphic map明
ping ( of V onto an an21lytic set M in 21 dom21in W of CN. Since X is a ん space，
ζ(BパIV) is an 21n21lytic set in W. The set B' j of 211 non regul21r points 0 f ((Bj日V)
in W is 211 21n21lytic set in弥人 (((Bj-Cj)日V)is 21n 21n21lytic set in W -B・3・From 
Remmert“Stein(20) (((宮戸でお円 V)is 21n 21n21lytic set in W. Thus we have proved 
th21t 古宇=-C，; is an analytic set in X. Since B島jiおS1口r汀司re吋du山1児川ci凶b】le凶nX and s討il悶 there 
ho叶ld白sB島j=苦j-:'-e釘方uCιj，we h"日21一、1刊v
X白円Bラヂ乙股， we h21ve 21rrived 21t 21 contr21diction. Therefore th巴reholds X=X戸.ぴ 18 21 
restriction of 21n element of H1(X，if)ニ O. Therefore we h21ve ci = 0 . Hence {(hb Ub 
Vk);kEJ(} has 21 solution in X-A. q. e. d. 
The 21bove proposition gives sever21l ex21mples of dom21ins in Cn which 21re of 
Cousin-I type but 21re not holomorphic21lly conv 
2. Hirzebruch's lmiformization of a complex space. 
A quintette (x， E， '[ Y， F) is c21lled 21 1うrOJうe1' 1nodification of a complex sp21ce Y 
if the fol1owing conditions 21re s21tisfied ; 
( 1 )τis 21proper holomorphic m21pping of X onto Y. 
( 2) E is 21n 21n21lytic set in X. F= '[ (E) is 21n 21n21lytic set in Y 
( 3 )τis 21biholomorphic m21pping of X-E onto Y--F. 
From Gr21uert凶Remmert(8) '[ induces 21n isomorphism of the ring I(Y) of al1 holo-
morphic functions in Y onto the ring I(X) in X. If D is 21 c1iE:crete set in Y， then 
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we call this proper modification a projうerρoints-modificationof Y in D. Hirze瓜
bruchCI0) prov巴dmaking use of Hopf'sσ-process that for any 2-dimensional complex 
space Y there exists a 2-dimensional complex manifold X which is obtained by 
a proper points-modification (X， " Y， D) of Y in the inuniformisable set D= 
{yj;jEj}， In this cas巴 eachconnected componεntτ-1(yj) ofτ-l(D) can be regarded 
as the unionσ~U a~U … U a~ of regular analytic sets in X， analytically 問 uivalent
1 
to Riemann spheres， such th旦tany two of th巴m have no intersection points or 
ll1tεrsect in a single point simply. We call X the Hirzebruch's uniformizcdion 
comjうlexmanifold of Y. 
A relatively compact op色nsubset G of a complεx space is called strongly tseu回
doconvex， i f for any x 0 EθG there exists a strongly plurisubharmonic function p in 
some neighbourhood U of Xo such that U ηG={XEU;ρ(刈く O}. From Grauert(7) if 
G is strongly pseudoconvexヲ thereexists a strongly plurisubharmonic function p in 
some neighbourhood U ofθG such that Un G={XEU;lう(X)く O}. Narasimhan(15) 
proved that a strongly pseudoconvex domain is holomorphically convex and that for 
the nowhere discrete maximal compact analytic sεt in X and for 乳ny analytic 
coherent sheaf iJ in X the inclusion A→X induces an isomorphism of 
EJi(X， onto iJ) for O. As an application of this Narasimhan's results 
we haveロ
PROPOSITION 3. Let (XラE，r.， Y， D) be a pro)うer of a 2阿di-
mensional Stein sρace Y in the discrete set D={Yi; j=1，2，'"'} such that each 
can be reg・ardedas the unionペリ吋U…U of regular analytic sets in X， anayltical-
1y equivalent to Riemann s]うheres，any two of which have no intersection 1うointsor 
intersect in a single Jうointsimtly. Then Hl(X， = 0， 
PROOF. Since Y is a Stein space， from Narasimhan (15) there exists a strongly 
plurisubharmonic function 1う>0 in Y such that {y r=: Y; p(引くc}is relatively compact 
in Y for any c> O. Let be any seq uence of posi ti"εnumbers c川 suchthat 
c明くCm+lfor m=l， 2， 3，…，九一〉∞ asm→∞旦nd{yEY; nD二日 form=1，2，
3，…園 ThenXm={XEX;ρ0，(刈くcm}is a strongly pseudoconvex open subset of X 
such that each X，叫 isholomorphically convex with respect to X from Narasimhan 
(15) At first we shall show our proposition in case that X is strongly pseudocon帽
vex. To show this it suffices to prove H町内リa2U，.， Uas，~)= 0 for the union of 
Riemann spheres any two of which have no intersection points or intersect in a 
single point simply by induction with respect to s. 
For s= 1 we shall show that Hl( (J， ~) =0 for a Riemann sphere a. We put a = 
{z;[z[三五十∞}.L巴t
U1={z; [z[く 2}，U2={z; 1く Iz[三主∞}.
Then U={U1，U2} is a Stein covering of σ. Hence we have Hl( (J， ~) =Hl(U，~) from 
Scheja(24). Let h be any holomorphic function in U1n ={z;lく [z[く 2}. Then h 
can be represented as a Laurant series 
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h (z) = L; am.zm 
which converges in U1什U2・ Let
/1(作z)=L;a仏仇ηm凡nzrn
ηmる~O 拙=∞
then f1 is holomorphic in U1， h is holornorphic in U 2 ilnd there holds h -/2 = h in 
D1円D2・ Thereforewe have Hl(σ， GS;) ==H1(U， GS;) = O. 
Suppose that Hl( ロ1U02U"'UOs ， ~)=O in case that the number s issmヨlerthan 
k. 1n case that s=k vve rnay suppose that σk intersects only one of σ1リ口2U"・Uσk-i 
in a single point Xo・ LetU={Uj; j~]} be any open COvεring of σ1しjσ2U"'UOj;such 
tha t Xo is contained only in U j 0 = UαO~U and that any element of U but UjO which 
contains points of 01 U 02 U .U σk-l(OjJ does not contain any points of口k(σlUσ2U .. 
Uσト 1). LetU1={Uj;jE]} and U2={U.α; a EA} be the restriction of U 01 σlU02U'" 
Uσk-1 and σk respectively. Then frorn the c乱ses= 1 and from the assumption of our 
induction w巴 haveHl(σ1 U 02リ..U σk-l， ~)=H1(円， GS;) ，= O. Hence from Scheja (24) 
we hav巴 lf1(U1，GS;)=Hl(U2， GS;)口 O. Letψ=一{fj，k;j，kEf}be Zlny element of Zl(U， 
GS;). Let ψ1 and ψ2 be the restriction of ψon Zl(Lh， and Zl(U2，広) respec白
tively. Since Hl(lh， GS;)=Hl(U2，厄)= 0 there印刷炉={ff}andρ=U;} s山 1t11at 
'lyl and ψ2 are coboundaries of引 andφ2respecti vely. If we pU t 
'fT^='f::_=ft^+f::Cxo)-fUxo) in Uj n(OlU σ2U …U 円 1)。 UO ~O tLo ~O 
and 
'fL=γ:ozfAin UαonOk， 
t出he閃nフγ咋f斤7O「t 刀oおsa 1叫 ornorp凶hicf印u山叩I削1
世={f74ff。(50)-fJ。(50);jEf，jヂjo}U{f;;aEA，αヂdo}1J{9fLzγ;03
Then ゆECO(U，GS;).ψis a coboundary of ゆ. Ther巴forewe have fJl (U， [.) = 0 . 
Since our U is cofinal in the set of open coverings of 01 Uσ2U...IjOb we have 
H1( 01 U 02 U .. U円， GS;)= O. 
Thus we have proved H1 (X"" GS;) = 0 for m= 1， 2， 3，・ Let U be any open 
covering of X and 1削 bethe restriction of 1 on Xm for m二 1，2， 3，… Sinc巴 Hi
CX"t> GS;)=O， we hav巴 Hl(恥， GS;) = 0 for 111=1，2，.. Let ψb~ any element of 
Zl(U， GS;) andψ 叩 be the restriction of ψon U山・ There exists九，ECO(U加[)such 
that ψ明 is the coboundary of 世間・ Then 世間 。m+1EZO(U"" [)， that is象 。m一世間十1
can be considered as a holomorphic function in X川。 SinceX悦 isholornorphically 
convex with respect to X， therc exists a holomorphic function gm in X such that 
IC九一世間斗l)-gmlく 2-min Xm-1 for m=cl， 2， 3，' 
We put 
/1= 0， fm=gl 十g2-[ … ~+gm-1(仰と2). 
Then 世九η叫，-1→+ゾfrnE巴三CO町(1孔1，州?
f削+1〉一(φ川一+一f川)=(世ι?η肌?η叶る+1一ゆ問)→十一fλη叫J泌B十1一fρm包
S呂tisfiesas a holomorphic function in Xm the ineq uality 
!Cφm十1+1州1)一(九一['/m)1く 2-m
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in Xm-1・ Hencethere exists 日 uniformlimi tゆECO(礼的 of om-fん suchthatψ 
is the coboundary of世 Thusvve have Hl(U， = O. Since U is arbitrary， 
H1(X， = O. q. e. d. 
As a of 3 we have 
PROPOSITION 4. The Hir.zebruch's uniformization comtlex manifold X of a 2国
dimensional Stein stace Y is of Cousin回1and Cousin回目Eα tyte. 
Hopf (12) proved that any proper modification E， Y， τ(E))， in which X and 
Y are 2-dimensional complex manifolds， can be obtained finite iterations of a-
process. Therefore we have from Proposition 3 
PROPOSITION 5. lfιdimensional manifold X can he obtained a 
trOjうer a Stein then X is Cousi幻何1and Cousin-Ea 
;). Examples of Cartan pseudoconvex domain which is not holomorphicaHy 
むonvex.
A relatively compact domain G of a complex space is called Carta幻 tseudocon-
vex， ifIor any XoEθG th巴reexists a nεighbour hood U of x 0 such tha t U n G is a 
Stein space. Any convex compact subdol11ains of a complex 
space is Cartan pseudoconvex. 'IVe s11a11 show that the conv己rsedoes not hold. Let 
Hl， ，.={(Zl， t， 23，・o・，ZI1);IZ1くr，1 tZl1くr，IZ31くr，…，Iz惚|くけ
Z2， Z3，'" 1 sZ21くr，lz21くr，lz31くκ>0" 1 zηlくr}，
，戸H1，，什， t， Z3，… ; t7~O} 
and 
/-/'2， r=H2川口 Z2，Z3，・"，ZnJ;"sヂO}(刀三 2，0くf三卜∞)。
Then the rnappingφdefined by 
(s， 22， Z3，"'， Zρ=の(Zl，t， Z3，・ =([-1，tZ1， Z3，"'， 
is a biholol11orphic mapping of H'l， r onto H'2， ，.1n the disconnected complex mani-
fold H1，パJH2，γW巴 sh乱1introduce an relation R as follows; Xl and 
XzEH1，. UH2，. are rnodulo R if ;(1=:ピ2，if XjEHi".， X2EHふrand 
;(2=φor if X1EH2，r ，X2己Hi，'ancl Xl =町内)• 
The factor space X，. of Hl" UH2". by the equivalence relation R is obviously a 
complex manifold. The canonical mapping of H1rr UH2". onto X，. is denoted by A. 
We put X1，r=A(H1".) and X2".=A(H2，r). Th巴n A;H1"→X1rr and A; H2rr→X2". are 
biho1ol11orphic m旦ppings. U={X1". and X2rr} is a Stein covering of x，. The ho10-
rnorphic mappings 
(Zl， t ，Z3，'" ，2n)->(Ul ，U2，"'， Uη)= ，tZl，Z3，…， 
and 
(S，Z2，Z3，"'，Zn)→(的，U2，'・ ，2'2，Z3，.・
of H1". and H2'旬 respectivelyinto 
Zr={ ，U2，'・ 'lu，1く r，i=1，2，'
induces natur丘l1ya 
Ar=Zr n {(Ul，U2，' Ul=U2二三 O}圃
Y of onto Lεt 
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Then (Xムτ-l(Ar)，r，Z"Ar)is a proper substantial modification of a Stein manifold 
Zr' We have 
，l-1(X1" n r-1(Ar) )=H1" n {(Zl，t，Z3，"'，Zρ;Zl口 O}
and 
，l-1(X2げ日τ-1(Ar))=H2"n{(S，Z2，Z3，"'，Z，，);Z2口 o}. 
Therefore X1げ一τ-l(Ar)and X2>r一 τ-l(Ar)are Stein manifolds and hence Xr-τ1 
(Ar) is Cartan pseudoconvex. However 旨ince r is a biholomorphic mapping of 
Xト-r-1(Ar) onto a non holomorphically convex domain Zr-A" Xrー r-1(Ar) is not 
holomorphically convex. 
A relatively compact domain G of a complex space X is called to be locally of 
Cousin-I type if for any XoEθG there exists a neighbourhood U of Xo such that 
U n G isof Cousin田 1type. A complex space X is called a complex spa田 ofHitotu-
matu's type if there exist domains G1 and G2 of X such that Hi(G1， f，)=Hi(G2， f，)= 
o (jミ1) for the sheaf f，of all germs of holomorphic functions (j;三1)， G1. -Gl n G2 
UG2-G1 nG宮='0， and X=G1UG2・Obviouslya relatively compact domain of Hitotu-
matu's type of a complex sp旦ceis locally of Cousin-I type. Hitotumatu(11.) conjec-
tured that for any univalent domain of C旬 of Hitotumatu's type it hold that 
H1(X， f，f，)= 0 . 
Xr-.r-1(Ar) is obviously a K圃completecοmplex manifold of Hitotumatu's type 
for which it holds Hl(Xr-r-1(Ar)， f，f，)チ O. For rく〆，Xr-τ-l(Ar)is a relatively 
compact subdomain of Xr， which is locally of Cousin司 1type but is not of Cousin-I 
type. This example shows that the Levi problem concerning the Cousin's first 
problem is negative for a non K-complete complex manifold. 
PROPOSITION 6. There exists a relatively compact subdo明 ainsG 01 an n-dimen-
tional comρlex manifold X with the following properties for n>2. 
( 1) X can be obtained by (Jn，n-2-process of a domain of holo仰 orPhyin Cn. 
There exist n holomorphic functions in Xωhich are analytically independent in each 
ρoint of X. 
( 2) G is K -comρlete， Cartan pseudoconvex and of Hitotumatu's tY.μ. 
( 3) G is not holomorphically convex and not of Cousin-I tyρe. 
We can give more general exampl巴s. L巴t(X，E， r， Y， r (E)) be a proper subs-
tantial modification such that X is an ル dimensionalcomplex manifold and E手直
(n孟2). Then from Grauert・.Remmert(8)E is a pure トcodimensionalanalytic set in 
X and r(E) is at least a 2-codimensional analytic set in Y. Let U be any relatively 
compact holomorphically convex domain of Y such that U nτ(E)手目 U-r(E) is 
not holomorphically convex from Grauert-Remmert (9) since τ(E) is at least 2-codi-
mensiona1. r-1(U) is holomorphically convex since r is proper. r1(U)-E is Cartan 
pseudoconvex since E is a pur巴 1・codimensionalanalytic set in the complex manifold 
X. However， since τmaps r-1(U)-E biholomorphically onto a non holom 
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holomorphically convex is obtained by a proper modification of a K凶completespace. 
4. N 0 p:roperties of domains of Cousin -1 type. 
In the preceding paragraph we gave an example of a domain of Hitotumatu's 
type which is not of Cousin-I type. We shall consider simpler exampl記s. Let 
S be且 comp旦ct Riem旦nnsurface wi th gεnus gと1. Then from Springer(25) it is 
possible to find g distinct points X1，X2γ・'，Xgsuch that ther巴 existsno non constant 
meromorphic function whose only singu!arities are poles of order at most 1 at the 
points Xl，Xl，…and Xg・ ThereforeS is not of Cousin-I type. Let U be a relatively 
compact domain of holomorphy in Cn-1. Then U>くSis an example of an n-dimensional 
holomorphically convex domain which is not of Cousin四1type for n三1.There exist 
subdomains G1 and G2 of S such that S=G1 U G2，佐竺?宮市?η方F町村2='&.
Then {U>くG1and UxG2} is a Stein covering of UxS園 ThereforeUxS is a relati-
compact subdomain of C均一1X S which is a domain of Hitotumatu's type， Ux G 
is also an example of a domain of Hitotumatu's type which is not of Cousin戸Itype. 
However this example is less inter色stingas th色reexist at most 1) holomorphic 
functions in UxS which are an乱 ineach point of UxS. 
Moreover we shall show that domains of Cousin-I type in Cn have not such 
prop巴rtiesas domains of holomorphy in Cn have for nと3as the direct application 
of Scheja's results. L巴t
Dごい;IZ1[くし IZ2[く1，.・，Izη|く1}， D1=D日{z;Re Z3く1/2}-{Z;Zl=Z2=O，Rez3::三
一1/2}and 
D2=Dn 'R色 Z3>- {z; 21=Z2= 0， Re Zl三五 forn二三3
where z= (Z1. ，Z2，… 
From Proposi tion 2， D1 and D2 ar巴 ofCousin-I typeo However 
D1i寸D2=({(Zl，Z2) ; [zllくしIZ21<1 }-{(Z.J"Z2); Z1=Z2= 0 })X{(Z3，ooo，Zn); -1/2く
Re Z3く IZ41くし…，Izη|く1}
is not of Cousin-I typ己 sinceth巴 firstcompon色ntof the above direct product is 
not of Cousin-I type. Let 
D={z; IZ11くしIZ21く 1，1 z31くし…，IZn 1く 1}-{z; Zl=Z2= O} 
and 
Dp={z; IZ1くρ-l(p-j_1 )， IZ2[くρ-1(ρ-11 )， 1 z31くP-l(t-l1 )，…， IzηiくP-l(ρ-Il)}
Dη{Z;Zl=Z2二 O}
for nと3. Then D is not of Cousin由1type but are of Cousin問1type from Pro-
posi tion 2. There holds Dp+1~Dp for Jう=1，2，3，"園 andD is the limit of Dp. We 
can summerize these facts旦sfollows; 
PROPOSIT!ON 7. The intersection of two domαins of Cousin-I tybe in C旬 isnot 
necessarily of Cousin-I type for nと3.
The limit domain of a monotonously decreasing sequence of domains Cousin-l 
type in Cηis not necessarily of Cousin問 1tYlうefor nと3.
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5. Holomorphically convex complex spaces which can be obtained by proper 
modification of a Stein space. 
A nowhere discrete compact analytic set A in a complex space X is called 
excφtional if there exi，ヨtsa proper points-moclification (X，A， T， Y， D) of a complex 
space. Grauert(6) (7) proved that A is exceptional if and only if th巴r巴 existsa 
strongiy pseucloconvex neighbourhoocl U of A such that A is the maximal compact 
analytic set in U;cx. This can be restated as fol1ows ; 
PROPOSITJON 8. For a connected holomorρ!zically convex comρlex s1うaceX the 
following conditions are equivalent : 
( 1) X can be obtained by a 1うroρer1うoints-modiβcationof a Stein space. 
( 2) X can be exhausted by strongly 1りseudoconvexdomains. 
( 3) The union of all nowhere discrete com1うactanalytic sets in X is an analytic 
set A in X each connected component of which is a nowhere discrete co'J1ψact analytic 
set in X. 
(4) There exists a plurisubharmonic function T in X such thatρis strongly 
tlurisubharmonic excφ in a closed subset .F of X whi・chis the union of at rnost 
countable disjoint comtact sets in X. 
PROOF. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is remarkecl in the previous papεr of 
the author(l生 FromRemmert (19) thcre exists a proper holomorphic mapping T of 
X onto a Stein space Y such thatτinduces an isomorphism of I(Y) onto I(X). If 
the condition (3) or (4) is satisfiecl， the dimension of Y coincicles with that of 
X ancl the 'Entartungsmenge' E of T is an analytic set contain巴din A or F. There-
fore each connectecl component of E is compact in X. Hence from Lemma 1 of the 
previous paper of the author(14) (X， E， T， Y， T (E)) is the clesired proper points-
modification of a Stein space Y. q. e. d. 
If we admit a proper modification of a Stein space， vve have 
PROPOSITION 9. For an n-dimensional connected holomorρhically convex cornplex 
stace X the following conditions are equivalent ; 
( 1) X can be obtained by a 1りrotermodification of a Stein space Y. 
( 2) There exist n holomoY)うhicfunctions in X such that they are analytically 
indetendent in eachρoint of X. 
( 3) The union of all nowhere discrete Co'J1ψact analytic sets in X is an analytic 
set A in X such that AヂX.
(4) There exists a tlurisubharmonic functionρin X which is strong 1 y tlω'i -
subharmonic in some 01うensubset G of X. 
(5) There exists an analytic set B in X such that (X-B，φ) is a rarnified domain 
of holomoゆhyover Cn for a suitableφsuch that the inclusion maρX-B→品Xinduces 
naturally an isomorjうhismof I(X) onto I(Xーβ).(In this case X-B is not obviously 
holomorphically convex). 
PROOF. If the condi tion ( 1) is satisfied， th巴nfrom Grauert (5) Y can be rega-
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rded as a holomorphically convex r丘mifieddomain of holomorphy over C'¥There-
fore the condition (2) follows immediately. From Remmεrt (19) there exists a 
proper mapping T of X onto a Stein space Y such that 'C induces an isomorphism 
of l(Y) onto l(X). 1n the previous p司per(14)we remarked that the condition (1) 
holcls if and only if the dimension of Y coincicles that of X and that the condition 
( 1 ) ancl (2) are equivalent. If the dimension of Y is small色rthan that of X， then 
for any X EX the connected component of the fi bre r-1τ(x) containing 克 IS a 
nowhere discrete compact analytic set in X. Undεr this condi tion w巴 shallsuppose 
that the condition (3) (( 4)) is satisfiecl. There ho1cls xEA (x'$G). But this is 
a contradiction as x is arbitrary. The conditions ( 1 )， (3) ancl (4) are eqiva1ent. 
If the condition (5) is satisfiecl， there exists a canonical isomorphism of l(X) 
onto l(X-B). Since (X-B.φis a ramified clomain over Cヘthereexists n ho10-
mor，phic functions ，/2，・ inX-B which are analytically independent in each 
point of X-B， However they are analytically continued in X. Ther巴forethe cli-
mension of Y coincides wi th that of X. Hence the condi tion (5) leads the condi tion 
( 1 ). Conversely we shall suppose that there exists 旦 propermoclification (X， 
T， Y， r(E)) of a Stein space y， From Grauert勘Rεmmert(8) the dimension ofて(E)
is not larger than n-2， Therefore there exists a nowhere discrete analytic set A 
containing E with the climension not largεr than n-2. From Scheja(23) therεexists 
a nowhere degenerated holomorphic mapping lJl of Y-A in Cn such that (Y-A， 
is a ramifiecl domain of holomorphy ov巴rCn. Then (X-B， lJlor) is also a ramified 
domain of holomorphy over Cn where B=τ-l(A). Since A is at least a 2-codimen-" 
sional analytic set in Y， any holomorphic function in Y -A can be uniformly and 
analytically continued in Y. Hence lJl 0 τinduces naturally an isomorphism of I(X)。
onto I(X-B) q. e. d. 
From Narasimhan (15) any Stein space can be exhausted by strongly pseudocon窃
vex domains. Proposition 8 gives examples of an ル climensionalholomorphically convex 
complex manifold X which can not be exhaustecl by strongly pseudoconvex domains 
even when then: exist n holomorphic functions in X which are analytically indト
p己ndentin each point of X in case th且t 三3@
From Proposition 9 we can give ex旦mplesof 2-climension司1holomorphically 
convεx complex manifold X which can n 
'/o(y)， …Jk (y) ¥ U.~={ p) rank of，，/v ¥， J/Y JA¥.J/7 ，.1/<，;¥，.)'/)ニ 1} 
¥1うo ，Pt jう!
N ote on the Levi troble附
where 1うニ=(Jう0，Pl， ・ 1うん〕εpkancl yEU. 
Let 
H/ニ (UxP")円{(v，P);ρJチo}(jニコ0，1，…k) 
ancl ，( b己 thecanonical projection U~→U. Then there holds 
H; nJ.-l(UηB)={(y，ρ) ; fj ( y) = 0 } (jニ0，1，…，k) . 
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{Hj;j=O，1，…， k} is an open covering of U><P¥Let (Uσ，μ， U~) b巴 the11:コrmaliza-
tion of U~. r=μ0，( is a proper holomorphic mapping of Uσonto U ancl (Ua，τ一l(Un
B)， r， U， UηB) is a proper moclification of U in the analytic set U ilB. If we put 
Hjニ μ 1 (H'j il U'σ )(l=O，1，・ ，h)， 
then {Hj;j=O， 1，…， k} is an open covering (jf Uo and we have 
Hj日r-1(UnB)ー ご{克己Uσ;(丹or)(x)=0 }(j=O， 1，…， k). 
Let Xj 1コεany point of Hj(jエ二=0，1， "'， k). Then there exists al1 open n巳ighbourhood
Vj cHj of Xj such that Vj is a Stein space. Then we have 
Vj-r-1(UηB)ニ二{広三Vj;(fjOτ)(刈チo}. 
Therefor巴 Vj一τl(U日B)is a Stein space. 
Sato(22) provecl that (U~ ， r，U) cloes not clep巴nclon the special choice of fo， 
f1，'" and f" and he generalized the a田processto the prop己rsubstantial modification 
(X， A， r， Y， B) of a complex space Y in any analytic set B of Y. In this case for 
any point xEX-A， there exists a neighbourhood U of x such that U ancl U-A are 
Stein spaces as mentionecl above. 
Let Y be a Stein space ancl B be a nowhere discrete analytic set in B. We s11a11 
consider the Sato'sト Process(X， A， r， Y， B). Since Y is a Stein space， f1'o111 Narasi-
mhanCi5)， Y can be exhaustecl by 1'elatively compact subdomains Yp which are 
Stein sp乱ces.Then Xp= r-1(Yp)-A is Cartan pseucloconv;:;x for each p. Let CY -B，IJf) 
b;:; the Scheja's ramifieddomain of holomorphy. Then Y -B is analytically equi目
valent to a complεx space X--A which can be exhausted by Cortan pseudoccnvex 
clomains Xp of a holomorphically convex complex space X. (Xp，τo If) are also ramト
fiecl clomains of holomo1'phy over C'に
PROPOSITION 10. Let B be a discrete analytic set in a Stein space Y. Then for 
the Scheja's ramified domain 0/ holomorphy (Y-B，If) over C"， Y-B isanalytically 
eqnivalent to a subdomain X-A of a complex ゆaceX such tha[ X-A can be exhau-
sted by Cartan pseudoconvex domains Xp of a holomorρhicrtlly convex comρlex sρaee 
X which are ramified domains of holomorJうhyover C'ヘ
From Schaja' s conjecture (23) i t isnatural to gu巴ss that any ramified Jom孔111
of holomorphy over Cn which is not holomorphically convex is analytically equi-
valent to a subdomain X-A of a holomo1'phic日llyconvex complex sp乱ce X such 
that it can be exhaustecl by Ca1'tan pseucloconvex clomains Xp of X which are ra-
mifiecl domains of holomorphy over Cn and which are not holomorphically convex. 
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